ABSTRACT
Introduction
The generalizations of probability distribution are more flexible and suitable for many real data sets compared to classical distributions. Azzalini (1985) derived Skewed Family with additional skewing parameter. Gupta et al. (1998) The basic motivations for the TG-IW distribution is (i) to generate distributions with arc and positively skewed shaped (ii) to get increasing or decreasing and inverted bathtub hazard rate function (iii) to serve as the best alternative model for other current models to explore and modeling real data in economics, life testing, reliability, survival analysis manufacturing and other areas of research and (iv) to provides better fits than other sub-models.
Our interest is to study the TG-IW distribution along with its properties, applications and examine the usefulness of this distribution for modeling phenomena compared to the sub-models.
The TG-IW Distribution
The probability density function (pdf) for mixture of continuous probability distribution, geometric distribution and transmuted distribution is
The cumulative distribution function (cdf) for TG-G family mixture of continuous probability distribution, geometric distribution and transmuted distribution is 
The popular lifetime distribution applicable for useful life, failure time spans, mortality, maintenance spans and maintenance cost in the fields like survival and reliability analysis are called inverse Weibull distributions. The cdf and pdf of inverse Weibull distributions are
and
The object of this article is to propose four parameters the TG-IW distribution from mixture of inverse Weibull distribution, geometric distribution and transmuted distribution by the application of Transmuted geometric-G family (TG-G).
The pdf and cdf of a random variable X with the TG-IW distribution are obtained by inducting (3a) and (3b) in ( 
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The elasticity of the TG-IW distribution shows the behavior of accumulation of probability in the domain of the random variable.
Shapes of the TG-IW Density and Hazard Rate Function
The TG-IW density is arc and positively skewed (Fig. 1) . The TG-IW hazard is increasing or decreasing and inverted bathtub hazard rate function (Fig. 2) .
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3.2Sub Models of the TG-IW Distribution
The TG-IW distribution has wide applications in life testing, survival analysis, and reliability theory. The TG-IW distribution has the following sub models. 
Descriptive Measures Based On Quantiles
In this sub-section, descriptive measures on the basis of quantiles are taken up.
The quantile function of the TG-IW distribution is
Median of the TG-IW distribution is
the random number generator of the TG-IW distribution is
where the random variable Z has uniform distribution on   
. The measures based on quantile exist for the distributions whose moments does not exist. The measures based on quantiles are rarer sensitive to the outliers. 
Median Inactivity Time Function
The MDIT function in terms of (5) for the TG-IW distribution is 
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Moments and Inequality Measures
In this section, moments about origin, negative moments, fractional moments, moment about mean, moment generating function, cumulants generating function, incomplete moments, inequality measures, residual life functions, mean inactivity life, mean residual life function and some other properties are theoretically derived.
Moments about origin
The r th moments of the random variable X with the TG-IW distribution about the origin are given by 
For FI=1, the TG-IW distribution is equidispersed, for FI<1, the TG-IW distribution is under dispersed and for FI>1, the TG-IW distribution is over dispersed.
The fractional positive moments of X with the TG-IW distribution about the origin are given by
The q th central moments about mean of X for the TG-IW distribution are determined 
 is Stirling number of the first kind.
The Mellin transform helps to determine moments for a probability distribution. By definition, the Mellin transform is
The Mellin transform of X for the TG-IW distribution is
The moments generating function of random variable X with the TG-IW distribution is
The cumulant moments generating function   Ktfor X with the TG-IW distribution
(24) The cumulants for X with the TG-IW distribution are obtained from relation
Incomplete Moments
Incomplete moments are used to study mean inactivity life, mean residual life function and other inequality measures.
The lower incomplete moments for the random variable X with the TG-IW distribution are 
The mean deviation about mean is 
4.3Residual Life Functions
The 
The reverse residual life, say   n Mz , of X for the TG-IW distribution has the following n th moment
The mean waiting time (MWT) or mean inactivity time signifies the waiting time pass by since the failure of an item on condition that this failure had happened in the
Order Statistics
The order statistics mostly appear in the problems of the estimation and testing. The application of extreme values is very common in reliability, meteorology, econometrics and various areas of research.
where D is constant.
Characterization via Reverse Hazard Function
Here we characterize the TG-IW distribution via reverse hazard function of X. 
In order to compute the estimates of parameters of TG-IW distribution, the following nonlinear equations must be solved simultaneously:
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value. The maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of unknown parameters and values of goodness of fit measures are computed for the TG-IW distribution and its sub-models. The MLEs and goodness-of-fit statistics like W and A are given in table 2. Table 3 displays goodness-of-fit values. The TG-IW distribution is best fitted than T-IW, G-IW and IW distribution because the values of all criteria are smaller for the TG-IW distribution.
Conclusions
We have developed a more flexible the TG-IW distribution that is suitable for applications in survival analysis, reliability and actuarial science. 
